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HIGHLY ABSORBENT PRESSURE DRESSING FOR 
WOUNDS - 

This is a continuation in part of my co-pending appli 
cation Ser. No. 877,823 of Nov. 18, 1969 now aban~ 
doned. ‘ ~ 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to a surgical dressing 
intended to keep a wound atloptimal moisture level 
during healing and to simultaneously maintain an opti 
mal pressure on the wound. It is intended also to facili 
tate dressing changes and wound inspections. ' 

DESCRIPTION OF PRIOR ART. 
Previous surgical dressings have been primarily in 

tended to keep a wound clean and dry, so as to protect 
it during ‘the healing process. In addition, published 
studies (Twyman‘, Brown et al‘‘’) have indicated an ad 
vantageous use of dressings which maintain pressure on 
a wound surface during healing. Results have shown ac 
celeration of the healing process and improvement in 
the quality of the repair, or granulation tissue. In order 
to apply pressure during a healing process, large bulky 
pressure dressings are generally utilized. These involve 
extra time for installation, and much skill on the part 
of the doctor or nurse, because more than one layer of 
thick, bulky cottondressings are af?xed with extensive 
quantities of adhesive tape. This combination is criti 
cal, because either too much'or too little pressure can 
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To determine pad compressibility, or softness, of the 

various dressing materials under consideration, I mea 
sured the amount of decrease in thickness of a given 
dressing-material when compressed by a starting pres- ’ 
sure of 0.1 ounce per square inch, and a ?nal pressure 
of 7 pounds per square inch. In order to bring the layers 
of a dressing into apposition for measuring the uncom 
pressed thickness, I found it necessary to place upon 

7 them the small starting pressure of 0.1 ounce per 

15 

20 

square inch. I calculated the ?nal pressure of 7 pounds 
per square inch as the maximal pressure which narrow 
strips of retaining tape can be expected to exert on the 
surface of a dressing when applied with high tension. 
The softness of the prior art dressing materials is such 
that under a compression factor of 7 pounds per square 
inch, the materials were reduced in thickness over 50 
percent of their original, uncompressed state. My 
dressing material, when similarly compressed, becomes 
reduced in thickness only approximately 30 percent. I 
calculate a maximum compression limit for a dressing ' 
material suitable for this invention to be 43 percent 
when it is compressed in accordance with this method. 

1 A preferred range of compressibility for my material is 
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result from improper use of the adhesive tape. Wrap- ‘ 
ping with too many layers would produce too much 
pressure and restrict circulation; wrapping with insuffi 
cient layers would result in, too little pressure. When 
the dressings are applied correctly, they are at best 
clumsy, occlusive, and dif?cult to remove and redress . 
at prescribed dressing change intervals. 

: SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
While experimenting with a wide variety of absorbent 

materials, I found, unexpectedly, that by using a rela 
tively ?rm material, that is, material as ?rm as, or‘?rmer 
than the flesh to which it is applied, that effective pres 
sure dressings can be ‘constructed using layers of such 
firm material having a total thickness of less than one 
half the total thicknesses required for standardv soft,re 
silient materials like surgical cotton, cotton gauze, 
wood pulp cellulose sheet wadding, and the like. Upon 
investigation, 1 determined that the amount of pressure 
generated by strips of retaining material and transmit 
ted through a dressing material to a wound surface, is 
a function of the angle to a body surface which the re 
taining tape forms between the edge of the dressing ma 
terial and the adjacent region on the body to which the 
tape adheres. The thicker the dressing material, the 
greater the angle that will be formed by the retaining 
tape from the edge of the dressing material down to the 
body surface. A material that resists compression will‘ 
not collapse and will remain relatively thick, or high I 
from the body surface‘, when strips of retaining material 
are fastened over it and down to the body surface. This 
allows the retaining tape strips to form a desired greater 
angle, ' required for increased pressure application. 
Thus, a relatively non-bulky pressure dressing is pro 
vided, which can be applied readily and will cause less 
inconvenience for the patient. 
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between 20 percent and 35 percent. The lower value of 
‘20 percent is optimal when the dressing is adapted to 
be applied to wounds with anticipated high exudation 
rates. In such cases, the dressing becomes thoroughly 
saturated within a few hours. However, the material 
will retain its thickness, and ability ,to transmit pressure, 
after such saturation occurs, if the material has its com 
pressibility limited to the value of approximately 20 
percent. For wounds with slight exudation, where the 
dressing does not become totally saturated, it is aes 
thetically preferable to impart a greater degree of soft 
ness to the dressing. For these instances, higher values 
up to 35 percent are recommended. 
The material of my invention is relatively resistant to 

elongation in all directions. Assuming a test strip one 
inch wide by three inches long, laminated to a total 
thickness of, for example, one thirty-second inch (mea 
sured when compressed with 7 pounds per square inch) 
two pounds force (orslightly more) are required to 
stretch the material 10 percent of its original length. 
Greater force is required in proportion to thickness of 
material. In contrast, surgical gauze and other standard 
dressing materials elongate much more, particularly in 
the diagonal directions of a cross weave material. My 
material is ?rm and non~woven, and resists elongation 
in all directions with no diagonal weakness. Further 
more, if the material is stretched to its breaking point, 
the elongation will not exceed 20 percent. The resis 
tance to elongation of this material provides an unex 
pected advantage inregard to pressure distribution. I 
found, when a dressing of this material is af?xed to a 
surface having slight convex or concave cylindrical cur 
vature, the resultant curvature of the dressing will im 
part a marked degree of rigidity to the entire dressing, 
whether it is circular, oval, or polygonal in shape. This 
is very important in regard, to distribution of the pres 
sure generated by strips of retaining material affixed 
over a dressing applied to a curved portion of a pa 
tients body. For instance, a 3 inch by 8 inch dressing 
can be applied to a patient’s arm or leg using only two 
strips of one inch width adhesive’tape, and the resultant 
pressure on a given wound, such as a large area burn, 
will be distributed substantially evenly over the entire 
area covered by the dressing. In contrast, a standard 
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gauze dressing material would. require strips of tape 
covering approximately twice as much area of the 
dressing to achieve the same degree of pressure distri 
bution. A woven gauze dressing, due to its easily diago 
nally elongated nature, has relatively little ability to lat- _ 
erally distribute pressure generated by strips of retain 
ing material. > ' v _ ’ 

In summary, the relatively non-compressible ‘charac 
ter of my dressing material enables strips of retaining 
material to transmit increased pressure through the 
dressing to a body surface, and the material’s resistance 
to elongation results in relatively even distribution of 
the pressure generated by the strips of retaining mate 
rial. - . ' 

In regard to dressing manageability, including re 
moval, inspections, etc}, my dressing offers unique ad 
vantages. Due to the highrdensity of the material, (such 
that particles having a diameter greater than 25 mi 
crons are barred from passage through the fibrous 
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,'.Fluid absorption characteristics have been‘ thor 
oughly considered'in my invention. Speed’of absorp- . 
tion, direction of absorption,"and the length of wicking 
.period are each fundamentally important. To compare 
absorption speed and wicking durability of dressing 
‘materials, l inch wide strips 12 inches in length, of the ' 

, ‘materials to be tested are simultaneously dipped into a 
,‘reservoir of distilled water, tinted lightly with ink or 

structurelan absorbed exudate is dispersed thinl‘yYZO 

food coloring. The strips are hung vertically, maintain 
ing approximately the ?rst one-half inch of the strips 
‘under the surface of the liquid. The distance which the 
‘liquid travels upward against gravity is measured after 
i1 minute, 10 minutes, 20 minutes, 30 minutes, 60 min 
utes, 120 minutes, and ‘1,440 minutes. 
The following results compare my dressing material 

vv(B), with surgical cotton gauze (A): 

msrAncesxs'séii?ib svrwo DIFFERENT 
‘MATERIALS VERTICALLY AGAINST GRAVITY 

throughout individual layers of the’ dressing withFoinT 
cident reduction of interlayer adhesion. Thus, said lay 
ers are adapted to be removed ‘individually or several 
at a time, whether an absorbed exudate is wet or dry. 
A novel technique has evolved during the testing of this 
dressing, whereby one or two layers of a dressing‘ are 
left on the wound during a dressing change as part of 
the scab. A new dressing can be applied directly‘ over 
them. When separating the layers, it is procedure to 
hold down the top layer of those layers-which are to be 
left on the wound, and lift off the layers which are to 
be removed, with tweezers, ?ngertips, or the like. ’ 

In cases where one or two unchanged layers are left 
on a wound for periods of two or more weeks, results 
have shown that complete healing can occur with ex 
cellzmt cosmetic results. and with no evidence of dress 
ing ?bers becoming involved with granulating, or heal 
ing. tissues. This is apparently due to the dressing mate 
rials ?brous structure having a porousity characteristic 
such that particles having a diameter of more than 25 
microns are barred from passage therethrough. Thus, 

2o _ so so 120 

TIME (MINUTES) 

1440 

" It isappaem 'tliatthe csitoaga‘u'ié material reaches _ 
a over 80 percent of its ?nal absorption distance after 10 

45 

minutes. My material continues to absorb steadily (i.e. 
“wick”) until it reaches a height approximately double 
that reached after 10 minutes. It is also apparent that 
there is a marked differential in the absorption speeds . 

‘from the start. The ability of my material to continue‘ 
j wicking for many hours, is a very important factor, as 

50 1 greater than 12 hours. Thus, an exuding wound will be 

the finely porous, highly dense ?brous construction of _ ' 
the material provides the dual advantages of dispersing 
absorbed exudates to a low interlayer- adhesion level, ‘6 
and preventing healing tissues from becoming entan 
gled with the material. 

dressing changes are'normally performed at‘ intervals of 

maintained continuously at a more constant moisture 
level during the entire interval between dressing 
changes when a dressing with a long wicking period is 
employed. ' ' 

l ' BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 ariexploded, enlarged, cross-sectional view 
of the layers of a wound dressing with a joining stitch 
according to the principles of this invention. 
FIG. 2 is a view of the dressing of FIG. 1 after flexure . 

5 around a portion-of the body, and ’ 
FIG, 3 is_an enlarged cross-sectional view of the 

dressing taped to a portionof, the body. _ 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED ' I 

EMBODIMENTS ‘ 

, 3,824,996 

Referring to the drawings, in FIG. 1, thelnumbers 10 
to 14 inclusive refer to sucessive layers of embossedpa 
per, in which the Outer layers 10 and 14 are less deeply 
embossed'than the inner layers 11,12, and 13. The lay 
ers are fastened together by a loop of which the portion 
15 is shown. 

In FIG. 2, the ends of the layersare ?exed and slid 
to ?t a portion of the body, and the loop 15’ continues 
to fasten-the layers together while permitting flexure. 

In FIG. 3, the layers are af?xed to a portion of the 
body 18 and and retained by tape 17, applied with high 
tension. The respective layers are only‘ slightly de~ 
formed ‘by the pressure-of the tape, whereas when 
‘standard dressing material such as cotton gauze is. 
usledrthe relative deformation is mgh greater. WM 
The material preferably used for the construction of; 

the present invention is short ?ber hard wood pulp‘ 20? 
from the Kraft process, mixed with longer ?ber soft, 
wood pulp produced'by the neutral sulphite process} 
Polymer resins,'such as urea formaldehyde,1are preferq 
ably added to produce a relatively high wet tensile 
strength. Chemical wetting agents can be added to in-. 
crease absorbency speed. _ ' 

Speci?c materials presently found to be satisfactory 
and commercially available are: Scottowels consumer‘ 
roll, white No. 1720, from the Scott Paper Company,i 
Philadelphia, Pa., and Georgia Paci?c bleached rollf 
towel, white, No. 405, from the Georgia Paci?c Paper‘v 
Company‘, Plattsburg, New York. The embossing tech 
nique used to produce the Scott toweling is described' 
in US. Pat. No. 2,834,809. The material is somewhat 
perforated duringembossing, which enhances its ab 
sorptivity in regard to speed and total liquid capacity. 
To form a dressing, multiple’layers (3 to 50) of the ma 
terial are assembled and pressed with heat and mois 
ture, suf?ciently to ?rm up the material (so that it will 
not reduce in thickness more than 43 percent .if later 
compressed under a pressure of 7 pounds per square 

6 , 

Secondly, the dressing material can be presaturated 
with water or a’ water-base disinfectant several minutes 
before a dressing removal procedure, if it is desired to 
remove all layers of the dressing from a wound‘. How 
ever, if it is desired to remove the entire dressing with 
out presaturation, an alternate construction is recom 
mended. This consists of providing a wound contacting 

, layer of woven ornon-woven material having apertures 

10 
such that particles having a diameter of greater than 25 
microns will be allowed to pass therethrough. Prefera 
bly, a sheer layer of a plastic material such as perfo 
rated polyethylene ?lm or_ polyethylene netting is used, 
having a thickness of less than 0.015 inch. Such a 

‘ wound contacting layer can be fastened to one or both 
15 

40 

inch), and to smooth the outer surfaces of the lami-. . 
nated material. The material is then cut to desired‘ 
shapes with a die or other suitable means. The next pro 
cedure is to fasten the layers together by suitable 45 

means, so as to allow ?exure and interlayer sliding " 
when the dressing is applied to a curved surface. A 
loosely looped stitch of thread 15’, or Small pieces of 
overlapped adhesive material, or crimping, can be uti 
lized‘so as to retain the layers in aslidable,substantially 
superimposed relationship. If crimping is utilized, it is 
done in such a way that the crimped regions will hold 
tightly enough so as to stay intact until such time that 
the dressing is applied to a curved portion of a patient’s 
body‘. When the dressing is af?xed over a curved sur 
face, the crimped regions will break free and allow in 
terlayer sliding as the dressing conforms to said curved 
surface. This dressing, when complete, can be pack 
aged and then autoclaved (steam sterilization) or steril 
ized with any one of several types of gas or other steril 

. ization means. i , . 

An alternate construction is advantageous for-in; 
stances where the entire dressing must be removed 
from a wound when dry. The dressing, as described, 
can be managed in at least two ways in regard to re-' 
moval from a wound. First, one or more layers can be 
leftion the wound as stated earlier in this speci?cation. 

outer surfaces ofthe dressing, or such material could 
take the form of a surrounding envelope. The latter 

1 construction can be used to retain all the layers of the 
. dressing in a substantially superimposed, slidable rela 
jtionship, and eliminate the need for other interlayer 
fastening means. Similarly, two separate layers of ther 
moplastic netting can be placed respectively on each 
outer surface of an assemblage of layers of- the dressing 
material, the netting having dimensions which provide 
overlapping peripheral regions which would then be ce 
mented or heat sealed around the periphery of the 
dressing material, thus forming a suitable envelope to 
retain the dressing layers in a substantially superim 
posed, slidable relationship. The latter construction is 
well adapted for established production techniques. 

Footnotes: 
" E.D. Twyman, M.D., "Epithelial Proliferation. Differential Pressure 
as an Aid in the Growth of Epithelium on a Denuded Surface". Journal 

‘ Missouri State Medical Society, XIX (1922) p. 257, 258. 
2' James Barrett Brown, M.D., and Frank McDowell. M.D., Skin Grafl~ 
ing, J.B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 1958 (Third Edition). 

“Pressure dressings are fundamental in the prepara 
tion of wounds for skin grafting. This continuous pres 
sure probably does most to convert edematous, pink 
ish-gray,- course granulationsinto ?rm, bright-red, fine 
ones. The pressure is applied by the external bandages 
which should be large and heavy enough for the pur 
pose.” 

. _I claim: ' ' 

' 1. A dressing for wounds substantially constructed 
from cellulosic material, formed in thin layers, adapted 
to be applied to curved surfaces by interlayer-sliding‘ 
means, said dressing having limited compressibility 

I such that a pressure of seven pounds per square inch 
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reduces the dressing thickness no more than 40 percent 
of its thickness when compressed by a pressure of one 
tenth ounce per square inch. 

2. A dressing according to claim 1, whereby the ma 
terial has a resistance to elongation in all directions, 
such that more than 2 pounds of force are required to 
impart a 10 percent elongation in a strip of the material 
1 inch wide by 3 inches long having a thickness of one 
thirty-second inch. ' 

3. A dressing according to claim 1, whereby layers of 
the material have resistance to elongation in all direc 
tions, such that they do not elongate more than 20 per 
cent of their original length if stretched, to their break 
ing point in a given direction. ' 

i 4. A dressing according to claim 1, whereby layers of 
the dressing material can absorb distilled water verti 
cally against gravity continuously for more than 5 

. hours, the ?nal height attained by said water in a given 
_ layer equal to more than 150 percent of the height 
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reached by said water in said layer after '10 minutes. _ allow passage of particles having a diameter of more A 
,5. A dressing according to claiml, whereby layers of -‘ than 25 microns.’ 

the dressing material have a ?brous structure suf?- 13. A dressing as in claim 1, having means to main 
- ciently dense such that an absorbed exudate becomes - tain layers of said cellulosic material superimposed in’ 
thinly dispersed with coincident reduction of interlayer 5 a manner which allows interlayer sliding to occur when 
adhesion, whereby the layers-are adapted for removal , the dressing is ?exed. 
individually while a portion of the layers is held down. I 14. A dressing as in claim 13, wherein said means is 

‘ ' ' l i _ at least one loosely looped, stitched ?lament. 

6-'A dressing 80601‘ ding to claim 1, whereby the'lay-IE . 15. A dressing as in claim 13, wherein said means is 
ers of cellulosic material are comprised substantially of i 10 atvleast one Small piece of overlapped adhesive mate 
wood pulp produced by chemical means. _ , i riaL' 

7- A dressing according to Claim 6, whereby layers of? 16. A dressing as in claim 13, wherein said means is 
the cellulosic material are provided withwet strength;E ' crimping _ 

by the addition of at least one resinous material- . , 17. A dressing for wounds containing layers of very 
8' A dressing according to claim l6’ whereby a cheml'. 15 ?rm and relatively non-stretchable material, arranged 

cal wetting agent is added to provide a desired absor" to allow for interlayer sliding when applied to a curved 
bengy Speed.‘ . . . I - portion of the human body, said layers necessarily slid 

9' A dressing according to clalm 6’ having .Outei lay‘ aing relative'to one another when affixed to a relatively 
"-5 at opposlte smifaces of the total dressing and um?“ ismall radius curved portion of the human body, said 
layers between .sa'd outer layers’. at least one .of Said 20 ldressing, when affixed and held in place with retaining 
Inner layers bemg embossed’ Sald. layers havmg ml- .imaterial, adapted to exert relatively evenly a pressure 
crppassages between ?bers wherein m a gwen l-ayer l on the wound surface which tends to improve the qual 
said passages are so small as to bar passage of particles lgity of the repair tissue formed during healing, Said lay_ 
in solution greater than 25 microns in diameter. . . . 

10. A dressing according to claim 9, whereby layers 25 ers unable. to elongate m any ducal-9n mire ihaln 20 
between said outer layers are progressively more pemem- without, at leasl some. ‘"R‘Wl‘g 0 Said 23y.“ 
deeply embossed at intervals progressively further in‘v _ material, and said material havlng limited compressibil 
ward from Said Outer layers at opposite'surfacea ity such that a pressure ‘of seven pounds per square inch 

11_ A dressing according to claim 1, whereby an} - I reduces the material thickness no more than 40 percent 
outer envelope is provided which retains the layersofi 30 ' of ‘ts thlcknless when compressed by a Pressure of one 
the dressing material in a slidable substantially super-- 7 tenth ounce Per sqllare IPCh- ’ _ 
imposed relationship and facilitates removal of the. 18- A dresslng a_$ In Clalm 17, Where"! the total num 
dressing from a wound, ber of said layers is at least three and less than 5'1, and 

12. A dressing as in claim 11, wherein said envelope said layers are substantially of cellulosic material. 
is of thermoplastic material;tbaviyaazatatss_which 35 - ' * * * * * Y ' 
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